Low investment, high confidence. Harbor Screens offer an immediate solution for safe, healthy workspaces. Sturdy, quick-install, personal workspace protection is here. Screens help your team feel secure, by reducing workspace exposure now.

Surprising to many, cardboard is a highly effective surface when fighting Covid-19 as the virus decays in 24 hours (Source). Harbor’s multi-dimensional panels protect each team member by surrounding the work area to block potential airborne particulate.

Details

• Constructed of a heavy-duty, multi-ply, double-wall corrugated cardboard with structurally enhanced skin material.
• Includes a 4” roof design in the rear to contain particulates.
• Ships in 48 hours.
• Thickness of Harbor screens is 1/4”.
• Quick Install. Folds into Place. No tools or fasteners required to construct screen.
• Double-stick tape is used to secure screen to surface. Available by the roll.
• Cardboard Harbor screens may be cleaned with a disinfectant wipe or light spray.
• Ships flat and easily assembled.
• Includes a 1.5 x 3” perforated knockout that user may remove for cords and/or monitor arms.